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TIME FOR ACTION
As Tubeworker goes to press, RMT reps
and activists are meeting to discuss a
new dispute with LU, immediately
against the fallout from “Fit for the
Future”.

This comes after several RMT branches
on LU passed resolutions calling for new
disputes, either against “Fit for the
Future” as a whole, or against specific
aspects of its consequences.

This is a very positive step after nearly
a year of no action. There’s a lot of work
to do to build up to a dispute that will be
capable of pushing LU back, but, as the
old cliché goes, any journey must start
with a single step! We need to get back
into fighting mode, and take the fight to
the employer. They’ve had it largely their
own way for way too long.
Tubeworker suggests some questions for

discussion - in mess rooms and union
meetings - about a potential new dispute:

What are our demands? 
No industrial dispute can be successful
unless it has clear, concrete demands that
those involved in the dispute understand
and are behind. 

Most of us on stations would like to see
“Fit for the Future” reversed, but we also
know that the level of action required to
achieve that would be a significant step
up from anything we’ve taken before.
What immediate demands might we

focus on to build
up to more
sustained action
over bigger
demands -
increases in
staffing levels at

badly hit areas? A review of locations and
displacements? Reopening at least some
ticket offices, and restoring seated roles
on stations? Salary enhancement for
increased responsibilities or antisocial
working arising from new grades (e.g.
CSAs who now handle cash or ex-SAMFs
who now do nights)? All of these and
more should be considered. The new
Labour mayor’s review of ticket office
closures and other Tube cuts should be
also be used to leverage our demands.

Who should be involved? 
At the moment, RMT is talking about
balloting stations and revenue staff only,
and RMT is the only union talking about
a new dispute. 

The consequences of “Fit for the
Future” are felt particularly sharply
(although not exclusively) on stations, but
we should not limit ourselves to a
“stations-only” dispute. We all knew all
along that “Fit for the Future” was merely
one aspect of a huge cuts package that
would affect all grades; there are already
rumblings about a possible restructure on

trains side, and a developing dispute on
fleet. We should aspire to a single dispute
involving all grades, that ties the issues
together. If that’s not immediately
possible, disputes involving single
grades/functions should be coordinated
to maximise impact. There’s the dispute
over agreements on Fleet, and potential
ballots of drivers on the Central Line over
displacements, and the Victoria Line over
Night Tube rosters. Action should be
coordinated wherever possible.

Other unions need to pull their fingers
out too! TSSA and Aslef members are also
in the firing line: will those unions move
back into dispute too?

What kind of action

should we take? 
Our usual patern for industrial action is
to launch an overtime ban, then have a
strike of 24 or 48 hours, possibly followed
by another strike around a month later. 

It’s rare that we take a more creative
approach. Earlier this year, before a
planned strike of station staff against “Fit
for the Future” was called off, there were
interesting discussions about creative
forms of action, such as selective strikes of
particular shifts. Those discussions
should be re-opened. 

The aim is to maximise the impact on
the employer. Any and all proposals for
doing that should be considered.

The second Labour Party leadership
election in under a year is now
underway, with left-wing leader Jeremy
Corbyn challenged by centrist MP
Owen Smith. 
Tubeworker enthusiastically supports

Jeremy’s re-election and believes you
should too. Here are some of the reasons
why:
• Jeremy stands for a real break with
austerity politics: increased wages,
rebuilding the NHS, house building,
renationalising the railways and other
services, free education, and more. These
are the policies working-class people
need to improve our lives. 

• Owen Smith claims he supports anti-
austerity policies, but his record as an
MP, where he abstained on the Tory
Welfare Bill, and prior to Parliament,
where he worked as a lobbyist for drug
company Pfizer helping them marketise
the NHS, suggest otherwise.
• Jeremy Corbyn has commited that,
under his leadership, a Labour
government will immediately repeal the
Tories’ “Trade Union Act”, which
severely restricts our ability to organise
and fight back at work.

Anyone who was a full member of the
Labour Party on or before 12 January can
vote in the election, as can registered

supporters
who signed
up before 20
July. TSSA,
Aslef, and
Unite
members can also register as affiliated
supporters, as these unions are affiliated
to the Labour Party. Register at
support.labour.org.uk before 8 August.
Tubeworker also encourages Labour

members to vote for the following
candidates in Labour’s NEC election:
Ann Black; Rhea Wolfson; Claudia
Webbe; Darren Williams; Christine
Shawcroft; Pete Willsman.

Re-elect Jeremy Corbyn!



NIGHT TUBE

CHALLENGES
Night Tube is nearly
upon us. It presents
new challenges for
us as workers, and
for our unions.

We should welcome the expansion
of public transport, but stay vigilant
to make sure it’s staffed safely. We’re
not at all convinced the planned
staffing levels on stations are high
enough.

Unions must discuss the best ways
to organise and integrate Night Tube
staff. We do not want a culture
developing where the Night Tube
staff exist as an almost separate
workforce.

DRIVER BALLOTS
RMT is balloting drivers on the
Victoria Line, in a dispute over the
Night Tube rosters. Reps weren’t
properly consulted, and the new
rosters threaten work/life balance.

Meanwhile, engineering train
drivers are demanding pay parity,
after some were awarded a 6.3% pay
increase that workers rightly insist
should apply to all of them. RMT is
also balloting its members in this
grade.

Drivers: vote yes!

POOL PROBLEM
Pool drivers at Barking depot on the
Hammersmith and City line have
been geting heartily fed up of being
sent to cover duties at Edgware Road
and Hammersmith depots.  

Under the line pool agreements,
pool drivers don’t get paid travelling
time when they are sent in this way.
But management were breaching
their own agreements and sending
drivers to other depots when there
were uncovered duties at Barking -
an issue raised by local reps, who
have got the practice stopped.

GIVE US A LIFT?
Four months after “Fit for the
Future”, we’re still hearing of
supervisors who haven’t been lift
and track familiarised at the stations

they were
displaced to.
LU is cuting
corners on training
because coverage
is tight. Safety will
suffer.
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TRANSPORT MUSEUM
CLEANERS FIGHT FOR
LIVING WAGE
Cleaners and porters at the
London Transport Museum in
Covent Garden are demanding
the London Living Wage of
£9.40/hour. 

TfL, which runs the museum,
commited to pay the living wage
over a year ago, but still has not
done so. 

Cleaners and their supporters
are demonstrating outside the
museum every Friday at 12:00.
Support the campaign!

IN THE DARK ON
NIGHT TUBE
Many LU cleaners are still in the
dark about what Night Tube will
mean for them.

ISS stonewalled union demands
for meetings to discuss it, then
when they finally did meet RMT
reps, said they had no special plans
in place!

An urgent first step is to reverse
cuts to night shift jobs, which
both ISS and Interserve have
made.

CLEANERS’ COLUMNDRIVERS: SAY

NO TO

FRAMEWORK-

BUSTING TRIAL!
The trial of a four-day week on
the Jubilee Line could begin soon.
The trial will see drivers working
the same weekly hours but over
four days rather than five. 

That means longer shifts of up to
10 hours when a meal break is
included. And not just longer
shifts, but longer “handle time.”
Maximum driving time without a
break will go up significantly.

Many drivers and reps and
activists elsewhere are concerned
that the trial will demonstrate that
we can work longer shifts than
current agreements allow which
bosses will gleefully recognise; but
that they will conclude that the bit
that benefits us -a four-day week -
will be is unworkable.

We’ve seen what the bosses did
to station staff frameworks; why
would we trust them with train
drivers frameworks? The union’s
ability to claim that frameworks
are necessary for safety reasons
would be seriously diminished
should we allow them to be broken
in this way, which would mean the
‘voluntary’ nature of the trial could
have a detrimental effect on all
drivers in the future.

The RMT union has called a
second referendum of drivers on
the line as more details of duties
emerges. This democratic move
gives drivers the chance to have
their say now that they have more
information and have seen draft
rosters. Drivers voting in this
referendum should consider what
it is that tube bosses want - more
productivity and more flexibility
from us. They aren’t offering this
trial because they have a desire to
reduce our working week. Aslef
should also hold a referendum and
allow members voices to be heard.

A shorter working week is a
positive thing which unions have
been fighting for continuously, but
we shouldn’t be reckless in how we
try to achieve it. 

The only guarantee of this trial
is that it will demonstrate we are
willing to bust our own hard won
frameworks.
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